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Partially Reinforced Autoshaping

The behavior of six pigeons (Columba livia) exposed to panially reinforced autoshaping

was examined. In Experiment 1, three pigeons 'äere exposed to lffi, 50,25, and 107o

keylight-fæd pairings in a fixed-trial response-independent autoshaping arrangement.

These percentages were given in a decreasing order with a reversal to l@Vo keylight-

fæd pairings following exposure to the 107o condition. Experiment 2 examined the

effect of a sudden large decrease in the frequency of reinforcement in three other pigeons.

For these latær birds ,the 10Vo keylight-food condition was introduced immediately after

theL@Vo keylight-foodcondition,followedbyareversaltothe |@Vo condition. All
birds in both experiments were exposed to a baseline condition to assess any tendency to

approach, withdraw, or peck an illuminated response key. A computer-controlled

tracking system continuously monitored the position of the bird's head as it moved about

in the operant chamber providing a detailed topographical record of what transpired

u¡ithin a session. Quantifiable dependent measures (absolute distance from the

conditioned stimulus [CS] and interrial interval [TI] stimulus,latency of the keypeck to

the presentation of the CS, rate of keypecking during presentation of the CS, and

percentage of CS prcsentations with a ke¡peck) were also examined and related to

changes in response topography. Furthermore, running rate during CS presentations

was also calculated. Running rate is the rate of keypecking during the CS that excludes

the average latency from the calculation. All birds in Experiment I showed an increase in

rate of keypecking and an increased tendency to approach the CS when the percentage of

pairings was changed ftomt@Vo to 50Vo; however, two of the three birds showed a

decrease in rate of keypecking and a decreased tendency to approach the CS as the

percentage of CS-food pairings decreased to 10Vo. All birds exhibited levels of behavior

during the reversal to l@Vo Cs-food pairings near those established during the original

7t0%o. All bftds reliably approached the CS, and withdrew from the ITI stimulus and

engaged in stereotypic pacing during LOÙVo Cs-fod pairings. This pattern of

approaching the CS and engaging in stereotypic pacing at a greater distance away from

the response key during the ITI remained unchanged until the percentage of CS-fod

pairings went belo.'w 507o. Durtng lower percentages (25Vo and 10Vo Cs-food pairings),

two of the three birds approached the CS less, and did not engage in stereotypic pattems

during the ITI. In Experimentz, all birds showed a large decrease across all keypeck

related measures when the percentage of CS-food pairings was changed from 1@7o to
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Panially Reinforced Autoshaping

ljVo. \\ereversal to the \ffiVo condition resulted in the return of the initial levels of the
dependent measures established during the initial |ffiVo Cs-food pairings condition. The
behavior patterns of these birds durin gthe 1@7o condition resembled those of the birds
in Experiment 1. During 107o CS-food pairings, however, the birds in Experiment 2

engaged in considerably less movement during the ITI andremained relatively stationary

during CS presentations. It was concluded that autoshaped responding during the CS

first increases and then decreases as the percentage of CS-food pairings decreases, and

these decrements can be rapidly engendered by suddenly decreasing the percentage of
CS-f@d pairings. Moreover, behavior changes during the ITI appeared to be related to
the changing CS-fæd relationship, although changes in reinforcement density may also
be responsible for the observed behavior.
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Topographical Analysis of Partially Reinforced

Autoshaped Responding in the Pigeon

Brown and Jenkins (1968) discovered that pigeons will approach and peck an

illuminated reqlonse key that is paired with response-independent presentations of fod.
They lakled this phenomenon "autoshaping" bcause it appared as if the pigeon shaped
its own ke]peck behavior -- a response whose acquisition was previously thought to
require the experimenter's assistance through the method of successive approximations
(Hearst, 1979).

The discovery thæ keypecking, a complex skeletal response directed at a visual
stimulus in the environment, could b engendered and maintained by response-

independent presentations of food led to a problem for the operant-respondent framework
(Williams & V/illiams, 1969). Subsequently, many experimens were conducted to
address the question of whether autoshaped keypecks are exclusively operant,

respondent, or represent an interaction of response-reinforcer and stimulus-reinforcer
contingencies (see Eldridge & Pear, 1987; Jenkins,1977: Jenkins & Moore, 1973;
Williams & V/illiams,1969). Although there are no universally accepæd definirions of
opefttnt and respondent behavior, most definitions that have been proposed bear a high a
degree similarity (Pear & Eldridge, 1984). Operant behavior is defined as behavior that
is mdiñable and maintained by its consequences, and respondent bhavior is defined as

responses that are controlled by ttre stimuli that produce thern- Behavior that is controlled
by both operant and respondent contingencies is termed Pavlovian.

Operant Analysis of Autoshaping

The operant analysis claims that autoshaping is the result of advenritious pairings

of responses with reinforcement, typically food or water (Browne, 1976). For example,

if a pigeon orients towa¡ds an illuminated keylight that is soon followed by food, the
response of orienting towa¡d the key is adventitiously reinforced by the delivery of the
food. Successively closer approximations to the key are further reinforced until the bird
ftnally peclcs the illuminated key. The accidental coupling of keypecking with
reinforcement increases the probability that the pigeon will peck the lighted key in the
future, even though there is no programmed contingency for it to keypeck. These pecks

are further reinforced and the keypeck - reinforcemenr feedback læp is fîrrnly
established.
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Respondent Analysis of Autoshapin g

According to the respondent account of autoshaped keypecking, the food is the
unconditioned stimulus (US) and the illuminated response key becomes the conditioned
stimulus (CS) as a result of repeaædly preceding the US. Following several CS-fæd
pairings the pigeon bgins to peck the response key when it is lir The keypeck is
considered to be the conditioned response (ftrearst, LgTg). Studies that investigated
respondent variables such as direction of CS-US pairings (e.g., Brown & Jenkins,
1968),length of intertrial interval (e.g., Gibbon, Bardock, Locurto, Gold, & Terrace,

1'977), and latency to kelpeck (e.g., Gibbon, Farrell, Locurto, Duncan, and Terrace,

1980) have reported results consistent with those found in nonhuman respondent

conditioning studies. Most of the autoshaping literature is consistent with the Pavlovian
interpretation of autoshaped responding, noting that such responding is primarily
controlled by the stimulus-reinforcer (i.e., respondent) relationship; however, the mere

existence of a stimulus-reinforcer relationship does not ensure that the behavior in
question is controlled completely, or in parr, by rhat relarionship @ldridge & pear,

1987).

Separating Operant and Respondent Control

In an attempt to separate stimulus-reinforcer and response-reinforcer correlations,

studies have used one of two well established procedures. In one procedure, operant

variables (e.g., locomotion) are prevented f¡om occurring. Browne (1976) used a

technique that permitted subjects to "observe" stimulus-reinforcer pairings, but did not
allow them to make any movements towa¡d the stimulus or have access to the reinforcer.

The birds that experienced this type of treafrnent learned to peck the illuminated response

key (when given access to it) more rapidly than pigeons exposed to food-only (i.e.,

presentation of food while the key is continually illuminated), random (i.e., CSs and

food presentations scheduled independently of one another), or negative contingencies
(i.e., the CS is never paired with the delivery of food; Browne, 1976). Because subjects

only "watched" the stimulus-reinforcer sequence, operant learning could presumably not
occur, since there would be no approach movements orpecking to b strengthened by
adventitious reinfo¡cemenq therefore, the aforementioned results were interpreted to be

incompatible with an analysis of autoshaping based on non-contingent reinforcement of
pecking via successive approximations of approach to and subsequent contact with the

illuminated response key.
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The other technique used to assess the differential conrol of stimulus-reinforcer

and response-reinforcer contingencies is an omission procedure. There are two basic

omission procedures. In one, a ke¡peck to the illuminated rcsponse key turns off the

keylight immediately and prevents delivery of the reinforcer (e.g., lVilliams & Williams,

1969). The second procedure is similar except that responding on the key does not

terminaæ the CS, but only cancels the p,resentation of the reinforcer at the end of the CS

(e.g., Eldridge & Pea¡, 1987; Schwartz & Williams,1972). Several studies have shown

persistent responding during both t¡pes of omission Eaining, thereby suggesting that

keypecking can b maintained by variables that do not involve response-reinforcer

relationships (e.9., Barrera, 1974; Williams & Williams, 1969). Peden, Browne, and

Hearst (1977) implemented an omission procedure specifically established for key

approach rather than keypecking in an elongated bx in which the illuminated keylight

would appear at either end of the box. Their data showed that birds continued to

approach (defined as moving within 20 cm of the response key) the illuminated key on @

to 90Vo of the trials, even though each instance of the response cancelled the delivery of
the reinforcer that was scheduled to occur following the CS.

The major conclusion to b drawn from studies that investigated behavioral

effects during omission training is that a positive stimulus-reinforcer relation (i.e, CS-

food pairings in which the CS precedes the delivery of reinforcer, and in the reinforcer is

delivercd immediately following the offset of the CS) plays a majorrole in the acquisition

and maintenance of autoshaped behavior (Flearst, 1979; IVassennan et al., 1975);

however, autoshaped approach and keypecking behavior are sensitive to and modifiable

by their consequences (see Eldridge & Pear, 1987; Peden et al., 1977; Schwartz &
Williams, 1972). Because there is a slight decrement in keypecking and approach

behavior during omission præedures relative to the levels during autoshaping, the

response-reinforcer relation, in addition to the predominant control of the stimulus-

reinforcer relation, is involved in the maintenance of kepecking once it has been initiated

(Wasserman et al., 1975).

Relationshio Be¡ween Omission Procedures and Partial Reinforcement

Because pecking the CS during omission procedures prevents the delivery of the

scheduled reinforcer, omission præedures represent instances of partial reinforcement

(PRF). For operant hhavior, PRF is defrned as not following every æcurence of a

response with reinforcement, and for respondent behavior it is defined as not following
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every CS with a US. Note that the operant definition of PRF applies to fixed-trial
response-independent autoshaping during l@Vo Cs-food pairings if there is more than

one keypeck dr:ring the CS presentation, and ttrat both the operant and respondent

definitions apply when the percentage of CS-food pairings is less than 100. A persistent

contention in the leaming liærature has ben ttrat PRF has a pronounced detrimental effecr
on the acquisition and mainænance of respondent conditioning, in conu'ast to operant
conditioning (Gibbs, Latham, & Gormezano, 1978). Therefore, it may be the decrease

in the frequency of reinforcement during omission training rather than omission u.aining
per se that reduces ¡esponse rates during autoshaping. To investigate the plausibility of
this hypothesis, Schwartz and Williams (1972) investigaæd responding to a CS in a
chamber yoked to another chamkr in which an omission procedure was used with
responding to the CS. In a yoked procedure, experimenter designated events (e.g.,

delivery of fod) are scheduled to occu¡ in one experimental chamber (the yoked

chambr) at the same time as the events in another chamber (the master chamber). This
serves the function of equating the environmental conditions benveen the two
experimental chambers across certain specified variables while differing across others.

Pecking the yoked CS had no effect on the delivery of the reinforcer, hence the pecking
may be influenced by stimulus-reinforcer and response-reinforcer relations. If higher
rates of keypecking are maintained by the yoked CS, it is inferred that autoshaped

responding is also controlled by operant contingencies (i.e., response-reinforcer;

Læurto, 1981). No difference in responding would indicate the predominance of
respondent control.

In fact, Schwartz and Williams (1972) reported that higher response levels

occurred to the yoked CS. Peden et al. (1977) also compared master versus yoked

omission subjects using approach to the CS as the dependent measure. Their results

indicated that birds in the yoked condition approached the CS more frequently than those

subjects in the master condition. In conjunction with Schwartz and Witliams' (1972)

data, Peden et al.'s (1977) results suggested that the response-reinforcer contingency is

important in perfomrance during omission training, and that PRF cannot be solely

responsible for the decreased approach and keypecking behavior reported in omission

studies.
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Investi gation s of Parti all), Reinforced Autosh aped Respondin g

Several studies have investigated the effects of PRF on autoshaped responding.
Gonzalez (1974) exposed three pigeons to decreasing percentages of keylight-food
pairings (1m, 50, 25,12.5,and}Zo) and evaluated the effect of these manipulations on
rate of keypcking, number of keylight presentations with at least one ¡reck, and the mean
laænry to the first ke¡peck during key illuminations. The observed effects depended on
the behavioral rneasure that was used The mean rate of respnding during keylight
presentations rapidly increased and then decreased slightly as the percentage of key
illuminations paired with fod decreased. The number of key illuminations during which
at least one ke¡'peck occurred increased as a negatively accelerating function of the
percentage of keylight presentations paired with food decreased, and the mean latency to
the first rcsponse decreased as a negatively decelerating function of the percentage

condition.

Gibbon et al. (1980) investigated PRF in autoshaping with pigeons using a

between-subjects goup design. In their study, pigeons were assigned to one of five
different values of probability of reinforcement (.10, .33, .50, .75, and 1.0). The results
indicated that the number of reinforcers required before autoshaped responding emerged
was consistent across different values of reinforcement probability and, similar to the
resuls obtained by Gonzalez (1973), the number of trials necessary to obtain keypecking
va¡ied inversely with the probability of reinforcemenr. Like the results obtained by
Gonzalez (L974), Gibbon et at. (1980) demonstrated that as probability of reinforcemenr

increased, overall rate of responding increased and mean latency was reduced.

Clawford, Steirn, and Pavlik (1985) investigated the within- and between-
subjects paftial reinforcement effects (PRE) with an autoshaped response using Japanese

quail. The PRE is a reliable and robust phenomenon in operant conditioning, wherein the
behaviorof subjects that a¡e trained with intemritænt schedules of reinforcement (i.e., not
every respnse is followed by reinforcement) is considerably more resistant to extinqion
than the bhavior of subjects trained with continuous reinforcement (Crawford et al.,

1985). However, the PRE is an unreliable phenomenon in respondent conditioning
experiments with animals (Mackintosh,l974). Crawford and his colleagues discovered

that subjeas experienced wittr bth partial and continuous schedules of reinforcemenr
yielded a reverse PRE (i.e., subjects in the continuous reinforcement group responded

more during extinction). More importantly, their results showed that in betwèen-subjects

comparisons PRF led to a higher level of responding during acquisition and maintenance,
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but did not prduce any significant effect on the level of responding when within-subjects

comparisons were made. They did note, however, that when the quail were given a

choice test to assess which schedule of CS-fd pairings they p'refened they chose the

continuous reinforcement schedule. This demonstrated that the quail had discriminated

betrpeen the two schedules even though their rate of responding suggested that they had

not (i.e., a learning-performance distinction). Other studies have demonstrated that

pigeons a¡e able to discriminate benveen a stimulus that is paired with fod on every trial
and a strmulus that is paired \¡¡ith food 507o of the time when the depndent measure is

responding on choice trials (e.g., Picker & Poling, 1982).

trn addition to these results, Perkins, Beavers, Hancock, flemmendinger,

Hemmendinger, and Ricci (195) and Picker and Poling (1982) alsofailed to obtain

different ke¡peck rates between continuous and partially reinforced conditions when

within-subjects comparisons were made. In terms of keypeck rate, subjects often do not

seem to discriminate benveen the PRF stimulus trials and the continuous reinforcement

stimulus trials (Crawford et al., 1985). Rashotte and O'Connell (1986) and Wesp and

I¿ttal (1981) have demonstrated that pigeons ¡sartily discriminate btween a keylight

always paired with food and a keylight that is never paired u¡ith food when response rate

was the dependent measure. Vy'asserman et al. (1975) showed that chicks discriminate

between a stimulus always paired with food and one never paired $'ith food when the

behavioral measure was percentage of CSs with at least one Íesponse.

A possible explanation for the inconsistent findings with regard to discrimination

obtained in studies that investigated PRF of autoshaped responding is that the dependent

measures used were not the measures that are sensitive to the PRF condition. It has been

suggested that keypeck-related responses are not the most appropriate behavioral

measures when studying autoshaping. Wasserman (1981) stated that the dependent

variable that should be measured in autoshaping studies is the organism's approach to a

stimulus associated with an appetitive stimulus (e.g., food or water), and withdrawal

from a stimulus paired with an aversive (e.g., shock) or non-occurrence of an appetitive

stimulus (e.g., non-reinforcement).

Sign Tracking

The concept of using approach-withdrawal bhavior as the dependent measure in
autoshaping expriments was introduced by Hearst and Jenkins (I974) when they coined

the terrn sign tracking. Sign tracking refers to any behavior that is directed towa¡d

ll
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(positive sign tracking) or away from (negative sign tracking) a stimulus as a resuft of the
relation between it and another stimulus (Hea¡st & Jenkins, 1,974)
' The use of approach-withd¡awal þhavior as a dependent ûreasure has proven to
be a sensitive, consistent, and reliable measure in autoshaping experiments. Vy'assennan,

Franklin, and Hearst (1974) conducted an experiment in which subjects received keylight
and fod presentations that were positively, randomly, or negatively comelaæd with one

another. The pigeons consistently approached an illuminated response key that was

positively correlated with food reinforcement (CS+), and positioned themselves relatively
far away from an illuminated key that was negatively correlated wirh food delivery (CS);
that is, when the signal was followed by aperid of ¡me during which food would not
be delivered Moreover, reliable approach behavior was frequently shown by several

pigeons in the absence of appreciable ke¡pecking. Various control procedures such as

key illuminations alone, ra¡dom presentations of key illuminations and fod, and

backward pairings of key illuminations and fd did not produce consisrenr approach to
or withdrawal from the signal.

Following the lead of Wasserman etal. (1974), Hearst and Franklin(1977)
investigated the effects of variations in (a) the rate of food delivery in the absence of a key
illumination on approach-withdrawal behavior, when food never occurred in the presence

of the keylight, and (b) the duration of the no-food interval signatled by the onser of a
keylight. Increases in either of these factors were viewed as ways of enhancing the

negative correlation between signal and fod, and therefore were expected to produce

grcater aÍlounts of withdrawal from the stimulus that signaled ttre non-occurrence of
food. The results showed that the amount of time spent opposite to the location of a
signal negatively correlated wittr food was a di¡ect function of the rate of food delivery in
the absence of the signal. Furthermore, using a line-tilt generalization test? the data

showed that ttre subjects learned to withd¡aw from a specific stimulus that signated ttre

absence of fæd, rather than merely approach a cue more positively cmrelated with food;
therefore, it appeared that the CS- acquires inhibitory control over the subject's behavior.

Behavioral inhibition is a generic term that refers to all hhavioral processes in which a

stimulus acquires the capacity to suppress responding controlled by an excitatory

stimulus. More importantly, kelpecking did not occur at a high level in ttre experiment,

and when it did æcur it showed a great deal of variability. In contrast, measures of
approach-withdrawal khavior seemed more sensitive and consistent to different

contingencies than the keypeck response. Numerous other studies have reliably reported
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that conditioned approach is a more sensitive index of autoshaped behavior than various

measures of keypecking (e.9., Kaplan & Hearst, IgB2).

LJnpublished data from the operant laboratory at the University of Maniroba

further supports previous research on the use of approach-withdrawal behavior as a

dependent measure in autoshaping (see the Appendix). This research measured the

effects of decreasing the frequency of reinforcement (1m,50, 25,r}vo cs-food
pairings) on mean rate of keypecking during the CS and ITI, percenrage of CSs with at
least one keypecþ and time allocation as measured by percentage of time spent standing

on a pladorm in front of the CS and ITI stimulus. The results showed that percentage of
time spent standing on the plaform decreased during the CS and increased during the ITI
as the frequency of reinforcement decreased In contrast, the other dependent measures

did not show a consistent change across the three subjects. Hence, it appears that

approach-withdrawal bhavior as measured by the percentage of time spent in front of the

ITI stimulus and CS was the measure most sensitive to changes in the frequency of
reinforcement.

Further evidence of the sensitivity of approach-withdrawal bhavior as a

dependent Íreasure in autoshaping experiments is shown when subjects fail to keypeck

but reliably approach the CS and withdraw from the ITI stimulus. In a personal

communication to Wasserman etal. (1974), Jenkins stated that birds exposed to

autoshaping will approach the CS even when they do not peck Moreover, using an

appÍratus that continually recorded a pigeon's behavior, Eldridge and Pear (1987)

documented the reliable approach-withdrawal bhavior of a pigeon that never contacted

the key. The use of keypeck related responses as dependent measures, and the exclusion

of measures of approach-withd¡awal behavior has led to the termination of subjects from
autoshaping studies because of presumed failure to condition when birds did not peck

(e.g., Gibbon et al., 1980).

Because of the histo'ry of the keypeck response in basic psychological research or
because of its ease of recording, few investigations of autoshaping have studied the

phenomenon from a bnoader bhavioral perspective. Wasserman (1981) stated thar

autoshaping research and theory has been severely consu'ained by this empirical

narrowness, and that the keypeck response is not the hallmark of autoshaping. Although

some researchers have examined the many sequences of behaviors during autoshaped

responding, these studies have relied either on visual observation (e.g., Brandon & Paul,

t3
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1987) or on gross measures of the pigeon's position in the chamber (e.g., Matthews &
Lerer, 1987). Eldridge and Pea¡ (1987), however, used a computer-controlled tracking

system that continuously recorded the position of a bird's head as the bird moved freely

in an experimental chamber during autoshaping and omission training. Their study

provided a detailed description of the response topographies in pigeons during the

aforementioned conditions and dæumenæd stereotlpic pacing that occurs in the presence

of the ITI stimulus. The most striking feature of their data was the demonstration of
control exerted by the CS over approach to the key and the ITI stimulus over withdrawal

from the key, thereby proving further evidence that approach-withdrawal behavior is a

more consistent behavioral measure than the keypeck when studying autoshaping and

related phenomena (e.g., omission training).

The present study used the sÍLme apparatus used by Eldridge and Pear (1987) to

investigate what changes in response topography occurred as a result of changing the

stimulus-reinforcer relationship by systematically decreasing the percentage of stimulus-

reinforcer pairings in a fixed-trial response-independent autoshaping procedure. The

computer-controlled apparatus allowed for precise measurement of spatial and temporal

coordinates of a hypothetical dark point located on the bird's head as it moved about in
the operant chamber.

Two experiments were conducted, one to assess the effects of gradually changing

the frequency of reinforcement, and the other to assess the effects of a sudden large

change in the frequency of reinforcemenL In Experiment l, a within-subjects research

design was used to record and analyze response topographies in pigeons exposed to

decreasing percentages of stimulus-reinforcer pairings (100, 50, 25, and LÙVo), and a

reversal to the 1N7o condition. Experiment 2 exposed three other pigeons to an A-B-A
within-subjects design corresponding to 1@7o and lÙVo Cs-food pairings. All birds in

both experiments \pere exposed to a baseline condition (continuous exposure to the ITI
stimulus and no delivery of food) before conditioning to assess any ændency to

approach, withdraw, or peck an illuminated response key.

The primary purpose of the present study was to provide detailed topographical

descriptions of partially reinforced autoshaped responding in pigeons, and to relate these

data to n'aditional keypeck related measures of autoshaped responding. For example,

Gonzalez(1974) and Gibbn et al. (1980) reprted that mean latency to keypecking is

increased as the probability of reinforcement decreases. The proposed research attempted

to relate any changes in latency during PRF to changes in response topography.
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Experiment 2 evaluated the effects of a sudden large alteration the stimulus-reinforcer

relationship on autoshaped responding. Gibbs et al. (1978) reported that there is a

persistent contention in the conditioning literature that PRF has a detrimental effect on

respondently conditioned behavior in contrast to operantly conditioned responses.

Flowever, the adequacy of support for this psition is suspect. Purported empirical

evidence has rested on comparisons obtained under markedly different reinforcement

schedule manipulations. One such difference is that oprant investigations gradually

reduce the frequency of reinforcement (termed schedule shapine), whereas respondent

investigations have involved administration of inæmrittent schedules of reinforcement

from the inception of acquisition training o¡ a ma¡ked decrease in probability of
reinforcement from l@Vo CS-US pairings. Therefore, it was of interest to see how

autoshaped responding, which is pu¡ported to b under Pavlovian control, would be

affected by a marked change in frequency of reinforcenrent as well as a gradual change.

Finally, the stimulus correlated with the ITI satisfies the requirements for the

conditioning of an inhibitory stimulus (see Hearst,1972). There is evidence that pigeons

withdraw f¡om an inhibitory stimulus (e.g., Hearst, Bottjer, & V/alker, 1980; Hearst &
Franklin, 1977;Hearst & Jenkins,1974; Kaplan, 1984) and that withdrawal from a

stimulus is an appropriate measure of conditioned inhibition. Eldridge and Pear (1987)

have shown that pigeons withdraw from the ITI stimulus during autoshaping; hence, it
was of inærest to see whether the pigeons continued to withdraw from the ITI stimulus

when the relationship between the various stimuli (CS, fod, and ITI stimulus) were

altered.

Based primarily on the results obtained by the operant labratory at the University

of Manitoba (see the Appendix) and previous resea¡ch reviewed above, it was

hypothesized that keypeck related measures would be inconsistent across subjects, with

some birds showing an increase and others a decrrease in ttre numeric values of these

measures as the percentage of CS-food pairings decreased. In contrast, spatiotemporal

behavior patterns lvere expected to change consistently across subjects as the percentage

of CS-food pairings derreased. It was predicted that the birds' would show a furttrer-

from-the-CS pattern and a closer-to-the-ITl stimulus pattern as the percentage of CS-fod
pairings decreased. Both parts of this prediction are consistent with the data shown in the

Appendix, and the first part is consistent \¡¡ith research on optimal foraging theory

showing that pigeons receiving progressively depleting rewards for responding in the

presence of one stimulus will switch to another stimulus as the level of reward in the
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presence of the first stimulus approaches the amount available in the presence of the

second stimulus @han & IVasserman, 1987). Finally, it was predicted that all dependent

measures would quantitatively and qualitatively revert to the levels established during

l00Vo Cs-fod pairings when the experiment returned to this condition following
exposure to l07o Cs-food pairings.

Expoiment 1

Methd

Subjects

Three adult, male, experimentally naive White King pigeons obtained from a local

supplier were maintained at approximately 80Vo of thei¡ free-feeding weights throughout

the experiment, c¡ith water available at all times in their home cages. For the purpose of
computer-tracking the movemens of the birds, their heads were darkened with black

shoe polish before each experimental session. When not in an experimental session, the

birds were housed in individual cages in a colony room regulated by a l2-hr onll2-hr off
light-dark cycle. The pigeons' diet consisted of commercially available poulury food.

Grit was also provided with the food.

Apparatus

The experimental chamber and the programming andrecording equipment were

læated in separate rooms. The experimental room containing the chamkr \ilas

illuminated by four banks of fluorescent lights in open light fxtures on the ceiling. The

lights were wircd through a relay that was controlled by the programming equipment,

ensuring that the room lights were on during experimental sessions and off when the

session concluded. A register in the ceiling ventilated the room. A speaker in the room

provided 82 dB white noise as a masking stimulus.

A metal frarne painted white supported the top and sides of the md.iFred operant

chambr, the inside dimensions of which were 57 x 57 x 38 cm. An aluminum panel and

two pieces of whiæ opaque Plexiglas, each of which was attached to one side of the

panel, fomled the front wall of the chamber. The left adjacent wall was made entirely of
white opaque Plexiglas, while the other two walls were made of clea¡ glass. The top of
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the chambr was made of clearPlexiglas, and an aluminum mesh flær fitted into a
stainless steel drop pan. Air spaces in the top and bottom of the chambr provided
ventilation to the chamber. The rwm lights illuminated the chambr through the top and
rwo clea¡ glass sides.

Mounæd on the aluminum panel of the front wall were: (1) a translucent plastic
resPnse key,2.75 cm in diameter with its center læated 26 cmfrom the mesh floor and
2l cnfrom the left adjacent wall, and (2) the feeder aFrture læaæd 13.5 cm from the
flær and equidistant from the side walls. The key required a force of 0.18 N to record a
peck, and was illuminated red during the ITI, grcen during the CS, and darkened drning
reinforcerent. The feeder aprture was illuminated continuously by two SL313 bulbs in
series with a 33-ohm resistor. During reinforcement, which consisted of a 3-s access ro
the fod hopper filled with the same food used in the home cages, the brightness of the
feeder light was intensified by the isolation of the resisror from the circuit.

The experimental room also contained ¡wo prpendicularly oriented TV cameras
directed towards the two clear glass walls of the chamber. The cameras \ilere connected
to an electronic videoacquisition module that computed the position of the highest dark
region viewed by the carneras. The spatial X coord.inate was computed on one ca¡nera,
and the YZ coordinates \vere computed on the other. These computations are made 30
times per second. Because the pigeon's head was painted black, it was the only dark area
in the white chamber, therefore it was the target tracked by the system. The chamber was

turned at an angle of 10o to the cameras to avoid interference of the tracking system by
the metal joints connecting the glass walls. This resulted in three narrow slices of the
periphery of the chamber bing excluded from the view of the cameras.

The video-acquisition module was connected to a cromemcoz-2D
microcomputer that collected data, averaged these values in groups of th¡ee (yielding 10
data Pints per second), stored the data on magnetic disks for later gaphing and analysis,
and controlled the experiment. An Epson Dot Matrix printer, conrolled by the compurer,
graphed the data. A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure l.

hocedurç

Gcneral cxpcrimcntal proccdures. Experimental sessions were conducted at the
same time dar]y, five or six days per week. Each session was terminated after 25
reinforcements or 18@ s, whichever æcurred fi¡st. Prior to the start of each session
each bird was weighed and had its head darkened with black shoe polish. Subjecrs were
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fed following each session to maintain their weight at approximately 80Vo. The number

of sessions each bird received in each phase is shown in Table 1. There was a four week

period during the 507o condition in which no experimental sessions lvere conducted due

to an equipment malfunction. This "time off'did not noticeably affect the birds'

behavior.

Experimental design. An A-B-C-D-A within-subject design was used- Phase A
corresponded to a fixed-trial response-independent autoshaping procedure with 1(Ð7o

Cs-fod pairings. Phases B, C, and D consisted of partial Cs-food pairings of 50, 25,

and TÙVo,respectively. trn addition, a baseline condition (continuous exposure to the ITX

stimulus and no delivery of fod) before the first tNTo phase was conducted to assess

any tendency to approach, withdraw, or peck an illuminated response key.

Preliminary training. The birds were magazrne trained prior to the first baseline

session. During magazine training the birds were placed in the operant chamþr with the

food hopper raised and the feeder aperture illuminated. Once the subject approached the

raised hopper and consumed the food for about 15 s, the hopper rtras repeatedly lowered

and raised at random intervals independent of the bird's behavior. This continued until
the bird approached and consumed the fod within 3 s for 10 consecutive trials. The

feeder light was bnightened only when the hopper was raised. The response key was

covered with a white paper shield during magazine training.

Baseline. Baseline sessions lasted 1800 s. The red keylight (ITI stimulus) was

continuously illuminated and there were no feeder presentations.

Fixed-trial response-independent autoshaping. During autoshaping the keylight

was illuminated green for a fixed p€riod of 8 s. At the end of the 8 s the keylight was

darkened and food reinforcement presented for 3 s. Trials were separated by a variable

m with a nrcan of 60 s, and a range f¡om 30 to 90 s. The keylight was red during the

ITI. Pecks during the CS, during feeder presentations, and during the ITX were

recorded, but had no programmed consequences. The length of the ITI's were

determined by a pseudorandom probability generator that generated numbers between 0

and .99. Schedule values in seconds were doubled, one added to the result, and all

numbrs in the probability disribution were multiplied by that number. The number of
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Partially Reinforced Autoshapin g

Figure 1. The bhavioral tracking system. Two video cameras are connected to a video-
acquisition module that computes the spatial cærdinates ÇK, Y, Z) of ahypotheticat dark
point on a pigeon's head as it engages in keypecking and ottrer activities in an operanr

conditioning chamber. The bird's head is painted black so that it can be deæcted by the
videeacquisition module. The cærdinate values are obtained at l/30-s intervals and then

used to compute the absolute distance of the bird's head f¡om the key. The resulting data

are averaged in groups of three and stored on magnetic disks for later analysis (From

Pear & Eldridge, 1984).

t9
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Parti ally Reinforced Autoshaping

seconds in a given interval was the integer value of the final results.

Partially reinforced autoshaping. Following several sessions of l@Vo C$-fod
pairings, the reinforcement schedule was changed b 50, 25, and then l0%o cs-fod
pairings. Keylight presentations and ITT lengths during the partially reinforced
conditions were identical to those durin g l@Vo Cs-fod autoshaping except that feeder
presentations (and the darkened key) only followed the CS 50,25, and 1.0Vo of the time
during the appropriate phases. Pecks to the CS, m, and during feeder presenrarions

were recorded, but had no scheduled consequences.

Dependent measures. The dependent measures were: (a) mean rate of keypecking

during the cs, (b) running rate during the cs, (c) mean latency to the flrst keypeck

following CS onset, (d) percentage of CS presentations with at least one keypeck, (e)

absolute distance of the bird's head from the response key during the CS and ITI, (f¡
topographical graphs showing the distance of the bi¡d's head from the response key, and

(g) overhead plots of the behavior patterns prduced by the subject as it moved about in
the experimental chamber. Dependenr measures (a), (b), (c), and (d) were those

commonly used in autoshaping studies and were included to ensure that the phenomenon

had been replicated according to standffd measures. Rate of keypecking was calculated

as the total number of pecks that occurred in a session divided by the total length of all
CS illuminations within ttre same session multiplied by 60. Running rate \ilas defined as

the total number of pecks that æcurred within a session divided by the total length of all
CS illuminations multiplied by @; however, the length of all CS illuminations within the

session was calculated by subtracting the average latency from each CS. Because

previous research (e.g., Gonzalez,l974) has shown that running rate is relatively

unchanged during panially reinforced autoshaping, it was included ro see if similar

results could b obtained. The running rate \ilas not used in the calculation of stability for
changing phases because it was calculated following completion of the experiment rather

than at the completion of each session like the other dependent measures. Measure (e) is

a new, more sophisticaæd measure of approach-withdrawal behavior (cf., Kaplan ,1984;
Vy'asserman et al., 1974). [n conjunction with visual observations, measures (Ð and (g)

provided detailed, nearly continuous records of the precise sequence of behaviors that

occu¡red during each session.
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Data analysis. Measures (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) were graphed across sessions

and analyzed by visual inspection (Kazdin, 1982). Wave patterns and movement plots
(measures lfl and [g] above respectively) were computer-graphed from stored data and

sorted into informative and representative groups of pattems, \r¡ithin and across sessions.

Distance versus time gnphs of the last session of each phase (measure [e] above) were

expanded to show detail of behavior during the l2th and 13th CS presentations as well as

the khavior during the ITI benveen these CSs. ûverhead plots during the same time
period were graphed to show representative patterns during the CS and ITI. A similar
technique has been previously used in several studies (e.g., Eldridge & Pear, 1987; Pear,

198s).

A change from one experimental condition to the next was made when conditions

were stable. Stability was defined as the occurence when the mean values of the

quantifiable dependent measures over three consecutive sessions of a particutar condition
did not depart more than líVo from the mean of the previous five sessions of that phase.

Results

Figure 2 shows rate of keypecking during the CS across all phases for all birds.

Bird 1(toprow) showedaslightincreaseinrateof keypeckinginthepresenceof theCS

as the percentage of CS-fæd pairings was shifted f¡om 1@ to 50Vo; however, a decrease

in keypecking occurred when the percentage of CS-food pairings decreased &low 50Vo.

The reinnoduction of the lMVo condition led to an increase in keypecking during the CS

slightly above ttre original l@Vo level. Running rate remained relatively unchanged for
Bkd 1 across all percentages of CS-food pairings, except for some increased variability
during 257o CS-foú,pairings. Bird 2 (middle row) showed an increase in rate of
keypecking in the presence of the CS as the percentage of CS-fod pairings was shifted

from lffi to 507o; however, a decrease in keypecking occurred when the percentage of
Cs-food pairings decreased below 50Vo. The reintroduction of the lNVo condition led to
an increase in ke¡pecking during ttre CS slightly above the original l@Vo level. The

running raæ remained relæively consisænt acrcss all phases, except for an increase at

50Vo. Bird 3 (buom row) showed an increase in rate of keypecking when shifted to

507o CS-foodpairings from the 7@7o condition and a decrease in keypecking when the

percentage of CS-food pairings decreased to 25Vo. Its rate of keypecking increased

during the 1.07o condition where it remained during the reversal to lNVo Cs-food
pairings. Bird 3's running rate was slightly grcater than its rate of kelpecking and
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Figure 2. The top graph shows keypecks per minute during presentarions of the CS

across all sessions for Bird 1 calculated using a methd that docs not cxclude the average

latency to keypeck nor exclude CSs that were not pecked (keypeck rate), and using a
method that cxcludes the average latency ûo ke¡peck and CSs in which a keypeck did not
occur from its calculation (running rate). The second and third row show the rate of
kelpecking during the CS for tsirds 2 and3, respectively.
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Pa::tiatly Reinforced Autoshaping

tracked its rate of keypecking. Basically, all birds showed an increase in raæ of
keypcking at 507o relative to the lNTo condition, wittr Birds 2 and 3 showing the

greatest increase, and two of the th¡ee birds showed decreases in keypecking during the

CS as the frequency of reinforcement was furtherreduced

An alternative keypeck rate (not shown) calculation was made in the same \pay as

the ke¡'peck raæ was calculated except that only CSs with a peck were considered. The

alærnative rate was very similar to the keypeck rate for all birds across all phases. Raæ

of keypecking during the ITI (also not shown) did not appreciably change as frequency

of fod following a CS decreased. Any changes at all resulted from the birds failing to

stop pecking non-reinforced CSs in which the ITI stimulus was presenred.

F'igure 3 shows the absolute distance from the response key during the CS and

ITI for all birds according to the format of Figure 2. During the stable state for the

original lNVo Cs-food pairings, all birds approached CS presentations, and withdrew to

varying degrees from the ITI stimulus as shown in the gaphs of absolute distance from

the response key. Note that all birds initially remained equally distant from the CS and

ITI stimulus, but began to approach the CS and withd¡aw from the ITI strmulus as

conditioning continued As the percentage of CS-fod pairings decreased from 1(Ð7o to

107o, Birds I andZ showed an increase in the average distance from the CS. Upon the

reinstatement of l@Vo Cs-food pairings, distance from the CS decreased to

approximately the levels established during the initial 1N7o condition. Bird 3 did not

show any appreciable changes in distance from the CS as percentages of CS-fæd

pairings decreased.

Bhd I showed a general increase in distance from the ITI stimulus as well as

increased variability (especially during 107o CS-food pairings) as the percentage of CS-

food pairings decreased fromlWVo to 107o. Bird 2's distance from the ITI
stimulus remained tairly constant across phases. There was also increased variability as

the prcentage of CS-fod pairings decreased fromLí%o to 107o. Distance from the ITI
stimulus during thereversal to l@Vo Cs-food pairings remained at approximately the

same level as during the lWo condition and showed less variability. Bird 3 showed a

slight decrease in distance from the ITI stimulus as percentages of Cs-food pairings

decreased from 507o to 25Vo, but ren¡rned to the levels established earlier during the

subsequent phases.
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Figurc 3. The mean absolute distance of the birds'heads measured in cm from the

response key during CSs and during ITIs across sessions. Details are the same as for
Figure 2.
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Panially Reinforced Autoshaping

Figure 4 shows the average latency to keypeck during CSs for all birds. Note
that a keypeck latency of 0 s represents instances where all CS presentations within a
sessions were not pecked, and not instances of rapid latency. Latency to keypeck tended

to increase for Birds I and2 as the percentage of CS-fod pairings decreased below
50Vo. Thereintrduction of the LNVo condition led to a decrease in latency to keypeck
during the CS for tnth birds to approximaæly original levels. Bird 3's latency to peck
remained relatively constant across the different conditions; however, there was a slight
increase during 257o cs-fc¡od'pairings relative ûo the otherphases.

Figure 5 shows the prcentage of CSs with a keypeck Marked desrements and

increased variability in percenøge of CSs with at least one ke¡pck occurrri for Bird I
during 257o and 107o CS-food pairings, and for Bird 2 during 107o CS-food pairings.
An increase to the initiat lNVo level occured for both Birds I and2during rhe reversal

tothe l@Vo condition. Bird3showednochangesinpercentageof Csswithatleastone
keypeck across all phases. Table 2 presents the mean and standard deviation from the
last B sessions of each phase for all bi¡ds for all quantifrable dependent measures.

An examination of measures of response topography across all phases for Bird 1

is plotted in Figures 6 and 7. Baseline data (i.e., data from initial sessions in which the
red keylight was continually prcsented and no feeder operations occurred) are not
presented- After an initial perid of agitated movement about the chamber in the first
session of baseline, all birds preened or roosted for the remainder of the baseline session.

There were no approaches to or pecks on the red key. Similar khavior occu¡red over the

next2 baseline sessions. Figwes 6 and 7 present within-session data plotted as distance

from the key over time, and the overhead (X vs. Y) panems produced by the bird as it
moved about the experimental chamber for all phases of the study. The top left graph of
each phase shows distance from the key over the time of the last session for that

percentage of CS-fæd pairings. The graph immediately klow the distance versus time
graph shows data taken from btween the curson lablled "a" and "b" in the above

graph. These expansions illustrate the behavior that æcurred during the tweHth and
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Figure 4. The average laæncy to keypeck measured in seconds when the CS was

presented for all birds across all phases. Note that a keypeck latency of 0 s represents

instances where all Cs presentations within a sessions were not pecked, and ngl
instances of rapid latency. Details are the sanre as for Figure 2.
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Partially Reinforced Autoshapin g

Figure 5. The percentage of CSs with a keypeck for all birds across sessions. Detaits

are the same as for Figure 2.
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l"leasure/Phase

tS Kegpeuk Rate

Running Rste

Bird 1

Bird 2
Bird 3

DistEnce fronr CS

t0ûg

?9.04 (to_06)
63.41 (6.tr)
48.23 (3.Bol_

Table 2

Êird I
Bird 2
Êird 3

Distar¡ce fronr lTl

r 28.37 (t 1 .?2)
et.64 (Ë.59)
62.65 (6.?1)

Bird I
Bird 2
Bird 3

Latencg

50s

9r.28 (e.26)
93.0? (6.50)
8s.43 (5.s2)

7.53 (t.5e)
8.r15 (t .17)
4.8? (0.92)

EiFd I
Bird 2
Bird 3

34

ß CSs With Feck

t4r.s8 (t t.22)
r24.?t (9.04)
rot.24 (6.o?)

1s.58 (2.3?)
27.8e (4.2t)
10.70 t1.74)

25!6

Bird I
Eird ?
Bird 3

5?.rË (s.30)
85.r¿r {6.41)

68.52 (r2.04)

7.61 (O.e8)
?.42 (2.s5)
9.96 (r.43)

Bird I
ÊiÌ'd ?
Bird 3

r37.5r (2S.80)
rs4.40 (s.r t)
8T.61 (tO.s3)

?.8s (0.4s)
2.4? (fì.te)
r.?e (0.34I

iltß

r6.44 (1.t4)
26.s7 (4.O?)
e.Ë2 {1.r3)

5r.Ë5 (?.CI?)

6r.s5 (t9.59.
94.38 (9.07)

94.s (4.24)
ror.r0 t0.0r)
ee.so (1.41)

r r.4? (2.?2)
9.57 (r.66)
3.e8 G.66)

134.08 (9.?6)
139.?5 (t 1 .63:

I t6.15 (9.49)

1 ûtS Reversål

2.63 (0.s?)
2.05 (O.3?)
1.34 fr.t6)

103.66 (tO.80)
1r5.34 (11.4s)
99.?9 (?.9{1)

t 8 64 (2.92)
33.03 (2.93)
8.85 (O.se)

e4.el (s.4e)
rf]0.00 (0.00i
r00.r0 (o.rü)

r 7.44 (S.8t )
14.50 (5.Êe)
3.89 (.03?)

The mean and standard deviation of all quantifiable measì.res from the last 8 sessions of
each phase for each bird. The standard deviations are in parentheses.

145.31 (5.5¿+)

r5?.95 (9.?4)
126 È4 lr" q?ì

4.08 (O.42)
3.00 (o.2?)
1.72 (O.30)

?5.68 (4.9t )
2?.?6 (Ë.69)
9.89 (t.3?)

77.e6 (s.8t)
r r0.00 (0.r0)
99.rs (t.??)

?.61 (t .t 1)
6.42 (ü.94)
4?5fn"rì

4.27 (û.S2)
3.es (0.62)
r .47 (0.17)

25.34 (s.CIs)

26.06 (2.90)
I C4 fr q"l

82.s5 (s.??)
8s.t I (t7.3e)
9e.54 (r .3t)

2.re (0.42)
r.es (o.3rl)
t.62 fr.2?)

98.ü0 (3.0?)
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thirteenth CSs and the ITI ktween these CSs. Absolute distance from the response key

is indicated on the vertical axis, and time is shown on the horizontal axis. Time during

feeder presentations is not plotted- Ke¡pecks a¡e indicaæd by the vertical marks in the

upp€r band at the bttom of each gmph (if the keypecks occurred close ogether in time,

they appear as a solid dark band). Prresentations of the CS are indicated in ttre lower band

at the bnom of each Saph. Ticks in the upperregion of the lower band indicaæ an

instance where either camera failed to detect the bird's da¡kened head, or momentarily

nacked a spurious dark region (e.g., a shadow) ttrat moved greater than 10 cm/s. The

graphs on the right show data f¡om overhead plots corresponding to those illustrated to

their left. The response key is labelled "K" and the feeder is labelled "F" on each graph.

The dashed lines on the overhead plots indicate regions of the chamber that were not

visible to the cameras for the technical reason described earlier. The density of the dark

areas in the overhead plots gives an indication of the proportion of time spent in various

parts of the chamber.

Figures 8 and 9 show data from Brd2, and Figures 10 and 11 show data from

Bird 3 arranged in the same manner as that for Bird 1 in Figures 6 and 7. Note that

during the initial l@Vo condition all birds: (a) rapidly approached the green key at CS

onset and keypecked the CS, (b) withdrew to sorne degree from the red key during the

ITI, and (c) engaged in stereotypic excursions during the ITI. During the ITI of the initiat

l.NVo condition, Bird I made repetitive excursions to the left of the key, whereas Bhd 2

paced along the feeder wall until approximately the last third of the session wherein it
paced along the right glass wall of the chamber. Bfud 3 made excursions to the left and

right of the key in a semi-elliptical pattern.

During 507o CS-food pairings, all birds retained most of their respective pattems

established during the lNVo condition. For Bird 1, the last session of 50Vo Cs-food

pairings was not representative of the other sessions of this phase; therefore, in addition

to the last session, the next-to'last session of this phase was presenæd for this bi¡d. Bird

1's pattern during the 50Vo condition resembled its patærn during the 1N7o phase. Bird

2 spent more time during the ITI pacing along the right glass wall and less time pacing

along the feeder wall. Bird 3 did not pace as far to the left o,r right of the key, remaining

near the center of the feeder wall during 507o CS-food pairings. Note that all three birds

continued to approach and peck the CS, and withdraw from the ITI stimulus.
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Fi8ures 6 and 7. Distance from the key over time during a session at the end of each

phase for Bird l. The last session of all phases is shown. Because the last session of the
50Vo condttion was not representative of what transpired during a typical session, the
next to last session of this phase is also included. All graphs show disønce of the bi¡d's
head from the key, where each point is an average of th¡ee consecutive data points
5¡mpled 30 trmes per second. Ke¡pecks a¡e indicated by vertical lines in the upper band
below each of these graphs. CS presentations arc indicated in the lower band- Data from
the entire session are shown in the top graph of each phase. The gnph immediaæly
below this one is an expansion of the regions indicaæd by the cursors in the graph
immediaæly above. This region consists of the rwelfth and thirteenth CSs along with the
rrï benveen these cSs. The graphs on the right show data from overhead plots
corresponding to those illustrated to their lefr The response key is labeiled "K" and the
feeder is labelled "F" on each graph. The dashed lines on the overhead plots indicate
regions of the chamber that were not visible to the cameras for the technical reason

described ea¡lier. The density of the dark areas in the overhead plots gives an indication
of the proprtion of time spent in va¡ious parts of the chamber.
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Figurcs 8 and a. These graphs show data for Bird 2.

6 and 7.
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Figures 10 and 11. These graphs show data for Bird 3.

Figures 6 andT

Details a¡e the same as for
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Fartially Reinforced Autoshaping

During 257o CS-fod pairings, Bird l.'s pattern of approaching the CS and

withdrawing from the ITX stimulus and engaging in stereot¡'pic behaviors became less

reliable. During these sessions, visual observation revealed more preening and

immobility during the ITI and during some CS pnesentations. These observations are

corrobrated by the increase in "tracking errors" (i.e., the ticks in the lower band)

resulting from the bird obstructing its painted head while preening or flapping its wings.

Bird 2's pattern remained relatively unchanged during the25Vo condition, while Bird 3
remained closer ûo the red key during the ITI as illustrated by the two overhead plots and

the flattened waveform during the ITI as plotted in the expansion of the distance versus

time graph.

Bfud 1 and Bird 2's patterns further disintegrated during 107o CS-food pairings.

Both birds spent Íìost of the time preening and pacing inegularly about the chambr, and

neither bird consistently approached and pecked the CS when it was presented, nor

withdrew systematically from the red keylight and engaged in stereot¡pic behavior during

the ITI. Bird 3 continued o approach and peck the CS when it was prcsented and spent

most of the ITI pacing to the right of the red key.

During the reversal to lNVo Cs-food pairings, all birds'pattems changed notably

from the patterns established during the lÙVo condition; however, the patterns did not

revert to those established during the initial 1@7o phase. Bfud I made regular excu¡sions

along the feeder wall and along the right glass wall. In addition, Bird 1 also made

occasional ci¡cuits of the chamber as shown in the overhead patterns. Bird 2's graphs

resembled a combination of the graphs during the initial lMTo and50Vo phases, while

Bird 3 became more active than during previous conditions. The conúnued high

frequency of racking emors in Bfud 2's data resulted from its pacing very near the right
glass wall out of view of the cameras. Note that all bhds, especially Birds L and 2,

developed more definable patterns during the reversal to L@Vo than during the initial
1@Vo phase.

In summary, all birds reliably approached the CS, and withdrew from the ITI
stimulus and engaged in særeotypic pacing during L@Vo Cs-fod pairings. This pattern

of approaching the CS and engaging in stereot¡pic pacing at a greater distance away from

the response key during the ITI remained unchanged until the percentage of CS-fod
pairings r#ent below 50Vo. During lower percentage s (257o and 1.0Vo Cs-food pairings),

two of the three birds approached the CS less, and did not engage in stereotypic pacing
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during the ITI.

The data from this experiment indicate that as the percentage of CS-food pairings

during auoshaping decreases klow SÙVo,pigeons tend to peck less and to spend more

time further away from the CS. In addition, pigeons tend to respond slower to the

prcsentation of the CS evinced by the longer laæncies to kelryeck when the percentage of
CS-f@d pairings \Ã/ent klow 50Vo. Itis not likely that these results are due to the longer

temporal interval btween food presentations rather than PRF Fr se. Hearst and

Franklin (1977) showed that increasing the fTI, thereby increasing the time benpeen fæd
presentations, results in higher levels of approach to the CS. Similady, Gibbon et al.

(1980) found birds exhibit higher running rates and shorter latencies to keypeck when the

ITI is longer. Bi¡d 3's results were not as marked as the results obtained by the other

two birds; however, it did exhibit changes on all dependent measures, except percentage

of CSs with a keypeck, when the percentage of Cs-food parings went from 50Vo to 25Vo.

Furthermore, the change in Bird 3's topography during the reversal to lNVo Cs-food
pairings suggested that it was sensitive to the lower Cs-food porcentages even though the

quantitative measures did not reveal striking changes.

The present results are consistent with those obtained in previous studies showing

that birds approach the CS and withdraw from the ITI stimulus during autoshaping (e,g.,

Eldridge & Pear, 1987; Mathews & lærer, 1987). As the probability of food following

the CS decreased in the present experimen! the pigeons tended to approach the CS and

engage in stereotypic behavior during the ITI less regularly. The results of the present

experiment may be explained by assuming that the higher the relative rate of food delivery

during the CS, the more excitatory the CS is and the more inhibitory the ITI stimulus is --

but, not necessarily at equally opposing levels. It has hen demonstrated that withdrawal

from a stimulus correlates well with traditional measures of inhibition such as

generalization and reacquisition (retardation) tests, and that degree of withdrawal varies

with the strength of inhibitory control (Hearst & Franklin, 1977; Kaplan, 1984). Nore,

however, that no empirical demonstration that the ITI stimulus during autoshaping is

inhibitory presently exists.

Gddard and Jenkins (1987), Hearst, Bottjer, and V/alker (1980), and Hearst and

Franklin (1977) showed that unsignalled delivery of food during the ITI resulted in less

approach to the CS (measured as time spent in the half of the experimental chamber

Discussion
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closest to the CS). These results suggest that the CS was less excitatory if it is accepted

that degree of approach to the CS reflects its excitatory strength. Furthermore, approach

to the CS was invenely correlated with the rate of unsigxailed food delivery during the

m -- increasing the rate of food delivery during the ITI resulted in less approach to the

CS. These findings are related to those of the present expriment in which decreasing the

probability of food following the CS (as opposed to increasing fæd delivery during the

ITI) resulted in a decrease in approach to the CS. T'hese results, together with the results

ofllearst et al. (1980) and Flearst and Frankln (1977), suggest that the distinction

benveen the CS and ITI stimulus may k arbitrary. Operationally there are two stimuli in

the uaditional autoshaping arrangenrent, one that is followed more frequently by food

(CS) than is the other (the ITI stimulus). Increasing the rate of food delivery in the

presence of the stimulus that is less frequently correlated with fæd (typically, unsignalled

delivery of fæd during the ITD results in a decrease in the level of approach to the other

stimulus (typically, the CS). Conversely, deø'easing the rate of fæd delivery in the

presence of the stimulus that is more frequently correlated with fod (t¡pically, the CS)

results in a decrease in the level of approach to that stimulus, and presumably an increase

in level of approach to the other stimulus (typically, the ITI stimulus). These were the

hypothesized results and the ones presented in the Appendix, but not the results obtained

in the present experiment. The question that needs to be addressed is why the birds in

Experiment I did not decrease their distance from the ITI stimulus as the percentage of

Cs-fod pairings decreased below 50Vo. Tll,e implications of these results a¡e discussed

below in the General Discussion.

The present data are also consonant with pnedictions and explanations within the

framework of the comp¿rator hypothesis as discussed by Mazel, Gladstein, and Miller
(1988). In essence, the comparator hypothesis is a response rule that posits that

conditioned responding is determined by a comparison btween the CS and other cues

u/ithin the training environment. The comparator hypothesis regards bhavior indicative

of excitation and inhibition as arising from relatively independent processes, and as a

result it can accommodate a hypothetical region existing in the contingency space in

which a weak excitor can also function as a weak inhibitor (Matzel et al., 1988). The

compffator hypothesis assuûr€s only that empirical excitation of a CS will increase, and

empirical inhibition of the CS decrease as the percentage of CS-US pairings approaches

l@7o. Within this context, Maøel et al. (1988) suggest that as the percentage of CS-US

pairings decreases, the CS "drifts" into the region where it can function as both an excitor
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and inhibitor. Similarly, an empirical inhibitor can also drift into the region where it is

both an inhibitor and an excitor. Note, however, that excitatory based bhavion may not

have the same threshold as equally opposite inhibitory based bhaviors (i.e., excitatory

control may change at a rate or level different from changes in inhibitory control; Matzel

et al., 1988).

As described abve, Franklin and Hearst (1977) and Wasserman et al. (1977)

have demnstrated that approach to a CS paired with an appetitive stimulus and

withdrawal from a CS paired with a non-appetitive stimulus correlate well with traditional

measures of excitation and inhibition, respectively. These studies typically used an

explicitly paired procedure (lffiVo Cs-food pairings) to produce excitato'ry control of a

CS+ and an explicitly unpaired procedure (CS and food never paire.d) to produce

inhibitory control of a CS-; therefore, it is unlikely (although not impossible) ttrat the

CS+ had any appreciable inhibitory control and the CS- had any appreciable excitatory

control. If CSs were partially reinforced, then the frequency or distance of approach

behavior should b reduced or at least altered as a result of the changing excitatory control

of the CS. Similarty, opposing changes in withdrawal from the ITI should occur as a

result of alæred inhibito,ry conEol. The data of the present experiment are consistent 'with

Matzel et al.'s account of changing excitatory confrol as a function of decreased CS-US

pairings using distance f¡om the CS and ITI stimulus as the dependent measure. Two of

the tlree birds (Bfuds 1 and 2) showed a greater mean distance from the CS when the

percentage of CS-food pairings decreased below 50Vo,yet these birds continued to

respond to the presentation of the CS, albeit at a reduced rate. Although the comparator

hypothesis has recently Þen questioned as a valid description of the relationship between

excitatory and inhibitory control (see Robbins, 1988), the present data are consonant with

the hypothesis as applied to PRF (see Matzel et al., 1988).

Kaptan (1984) proposed a less fonnalized, but consistent explanation. Kaplan

suggesæd that when a CS is not followed reliably by food, pigeons learn that that CS

signals a food-absent period, and that this learning is assæiated with a decreased

tendency to approach the CS. Furthermore, the two birds also showed changes in

distance from the red key during the ITT, although not in the hypothesized direction. If
the aforementioned explanation that the CS bcomes less excitatory and more inhibitory is

accepted, then it still is not kno\ryn how the ITI stimulus controls behavior. Excitato'ry

and inhibitory associations summate to yield the CS's net assæiative strength @avlov,
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1927); therefore,less withd¡awal from the ITI stimulus is assumed to reflect weaker

conditioned inhibition. These a¡e the results reprted in the Appendix; however, they are

not the results that were obtained in Experiment 1. It is possible that conditioned

inhibition may have been strong during the ITI during l@7o CS-fd pairings, but

competingresponses elicited by the termination of the less excitatory CS at lower

percentages may have pnevented the expression of the changing inhibitory control of the

ITI stimulus. For example, if the ærmination of the CS signalled the start of a lengthy

food-absent perid, then it may be functioning in the saûre ûranner that the termination of
food presentations did during l@Vo CS-fæd pairings (i.e., the feederpresentation

signalled a priod in which fod would not b delivered -- the ITI). If this is so, then no

increase in approach ûo ttre red keylight during the ITI would be expecæd as the

percentage of CS-fæd pairings decreased below 50Vo. In fact, greater withdrawal would

be expecæd bcause the offset of the CS would signal the sta¡t of a longer fæd-absent

perid relative to the initial htÐVo condition. Obviously, given the results of the present

experiment and those presenæd in the Appendix, further research is necessary to

conclusively state what is the changing control of the ITI stimulus during partially

reinforced autoshaping.

It remains unclear why Bird 3 did not show the same effect as the other two

subjects on the dependent va¡iables ttrat did not directly measure approach-withdrawal

from the response key. It rnay be important to note ttrat Bird 3 was not as active as Birds

1 and 2. Examination of Bird 3's response topographies showed that it did not withdraw

as far from the red keylight during the ITI as the other birds. This lack of withd¡awal is

also evident in the distance from the response key measure. The lower levels of behavior

may have contributed to Bi¡d 3's apparent insensitivity to the PRF conditions in a way

similar to the decrement in performance exhibited by birds who are restricted from

engaging in khavior during various operant conditioning præedures such as differential-

reinforcement-of-low rates and delayed-matching-to-sample (see Eckerman, 1970). It
may also b important to note that although Bfud 3 appeared relatively insensitive to the

PRF conditions, it did exhibit changes on all dependent nrcasures when the percentage of
Cs-food pairings was changed from 50Vo to 25Vo. This particular effect may be

significanr In a study of foraging behavior, Roberts (1988) discovered that pigeons do

not show any preferences for entering a patch when patch densities ranged from l@Vo to

25Vo. However, after having "sampled" patches, the birds spend significantly more time

in richer patches (e.g., lAÐVo of feeders in the patch baited with fod) than in leaner
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patches (e.g.,25Vo of feeders in the patch baited with food). These results have been

previously obtained in the operant labratory showing that pigeons prefer higher

percentages of CS-fod pairings to lower percentages in an autoshaping arrangement

(e.g., Picker and Poling, 1982). If autoshaping is related to foraging bhavior, then the

increase in distance from the CS during the lowerpercentages of pairings resembles the

data obtained by Roberts (1988). Moreover, Roberts found the greaæst change in time

spent in a patch occurred þtween the SWo and the 25% enndttion (a difference of 257o),

rather than between the 1@7o and the 507o condition (a difference of 507o). Bird 3's

data are consistent with Roberts'finding, and suggest that Bird 3 was, in addition to the

topographical changes descrikd above, sensitive to the change fuom50Vo to25Vo CS-

fod pairings. Ilowever, the retun of the levels of the dependent measures to near the

levels established during the initial l@7o and50Vo conditions during rhe 10Vo phase,

precludes any definitive explanation of Bird 3's behavior.

The present experiment also replicated previous data (e.g., Brandon & Paul,

1987) that showed that the stereotlæic behavior exhibited by pigeons during the ITI is

related to traditional dependent measures such as rate of keypecking during the CS,

latency to keypeck, and percentage of CSs wittr a kelpeck, and that no single behavior

can reliably predict the level of keypecking during the CS. Furthermore, there was no

evidence from the present experiment that suggesæd that a qpecific behavior developed

during lower percentages of CS-food pairings that would prevent keypecking from

occurring, unless it is claimed that the birds developd a pattern of withd¡awing from the

CS presenøtion. The data, however, would not be consistent with the aforementioned

statement since it appears that the birds failed to approach rather than withdraw from the

CS during the lower percentages of CS-food pairings.
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Experiment 2

Exprinoent 2 evaluated the effects of a sudden large change in the stimulus-

reinforcer relationship on autoshaped responding. Gibbs et al. (1978) reponed ttrat there

is a persisænt contention in the conditioning literature that PRF has a detrimental effect on

respndently conditioned behavior in contrast to operantly conditioned responses.

However, the adequacy of suppon:t for this psition is suqpect. Purported empirical

evidence has rested on comparisons obtained under markedly different reinforcement

schedule manipulations. One such difference is that oprant investigations gradually

reduce the frequency of reinforcement (i.e., schedule shaping), whereas respondent

investigations have involved administration of intermittent schedr¡Ies of reinforcement

f¡om the inception of acquisition training or a ma¡ked decrease in probability of
reinforcement from l@7o Cs-food pairings. Because of the sudden decrease in the

frequency of reinforcernent, it was predicted that all subjects would ceâse approaching

and pecking the CS during l07o CS-fd pairings relative ûo the lNVo condition.

Furthermore, it was expected that all birds would be less active during the ITI and spend

more time during the ITI closer to the red keylighr

Method

Subjects

Three adult, male, exprimenølly naive White King pigeons obtained from a læal

supplier were maintained at approximately 80Vo of their free-feeding weights throughout

the experiment, \¡¡ith \ilater available at all times in their home cages. For the purpose of
computer-tracking the movements of the birds, their heads were darkened with black

shæ polish before each experimental session. 'When not in session, the birds were

housed in individual cages in colony room regulated by a l2-hr on/Lz-hl off light-dark

cycle. The pigeons'diet consisted of commercially available poultry food. Grit was also

provided in the home cages.

Aooaratus

The apparatus consisted of the same equipment used in Experiment 1.
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koccdure

Gcncral cxpcrimental procedures. The general experimental præedures were the

same as those in Experiment l. The numkr of sessions each bird received is presented

in Table 3.

Frurerimental dcsi$n, An A-B-A within-subject research design was used. Fhase

A corresponded to a fxed-trial response-independent autoshaping procedure \¡iith lm%
Cs-food pairings. Phase B consisted of exposure to 10Vo Cs-food pairings.

Frctimina¡,v raining. The p,reliminary training was the same as in Experiment 1.

Baseline. The baseline condition was the same as in Experimenr l.

Fixcd-tri al re spon sc-i ndepend ent autoshapin g. The fi xed-trial respon se-

independent procedure was the same as in Experiment l.

Partially reinforccd autoshaping. Following several sessions of 10ÐVo Cs-food
pairings, the reinforcement schedule was changed to lÙVo Cs-food pairings. All other

conditions were identical to those in Experiment 1.

Dependent mçæures. The dependent measures were the same as those in

Experiment 1.
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Figure 12 shows rate of keypecking during the CS across all phases for all birds.

All birds showed a decrease in rate of keypecking in the pres€nce of the CS as the

percentage of CS-food pairings was shifted f¡om 1@ to lMo. The reintroduction of the

l@7o condition led to an increase in respnse rate during the CS for all birds to near the

original L@Vo levels. Running rate showed less d¡amatic changes in level as the

percentage of CS-fd pairings across all phases for Bird 4, but equally drematic changes

for Birds 5 and 6.

An alæmative keypeck rate (not shown) calculation was made in the same \rvay as

the originat rate of keypcking was calculaæd except that only CSs with a peck were

considered. The alternative rates were very similar to the kelpeck rate for all birds across

all phases. Rate of keypecking during the ITI (also not shown) did not appreciably

change as frequency of food following a CS decreased. Any changes at all resulted from

the birds failing to stop pecking non-reinforced CSs in which the ITI stimulus was

presented.

Figure 13 shows the absolute d.istance from the response key during the CS and

ITI for all birds. During the stable state for the on'iginal 7@7o Cs-fbod pairings, all birds

approached CS presentations, and withdrew to varying degrees from the ITI stimulus as

plotted in the graphs of absolute distance from the response key. Note that all birds

initially remained equaily distant from the CS and ITI stimulus, but began to approach the

CS and withdraw from the ITI stimulus as conditioning continued- As ttre percentage of
Cs-food pairings decreased from lNTo to 10Vo, all birds showed an increase in distance

from the CS. Upon the reinstatement of l@Vo Cs-food pairings, distance from ttre CS

decreased to approximately the levels established during the initiat ltÙVo condition.

All birds showed a general increase in distance from the ITI as the percentage of
Cs-fod pairings decreased from \@Vo to lÙVo. Distance from the ITI stimulus during

the reversal to t@Vo Cs-food pairings returned to ttre levels established during the initial

Results
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Figurç 12. The top gaph shows keypecks per minute during presentations of the CS

across all sessions for Bird 4 calculated using a method that doçs not exclude the average
laæncy to key'peck nor exclude CSs that were not pecked fteypck rate), and using a
methd that excludcs the average laæncy to ke¡1peck and CSs in which a keypck did not
occur from its calculation (running rate). The second and third row show the rate of
keypecking during ttre CS for Birds 5 and 6, respectively.
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Partially Reinforced Autoshaping

Fi8ure 13. The mean absolute distance of the birds'heads measured in cm from the
response key during CSs and during ITIs across sessions.
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lNVo phase.

Figure 14 shows the average latency to keypeck during CSs for all birds.

Latency to keypeck tended to increase for all birds as the percentage of CS-food pairings

decreased to 7Mo. Note that a keypeck latency of 0 s corresponded to no keypecking and

not rapid latency. The reinuoduction of the l@Vo condition led to an decrease in latency

to ke¡peck during the CS for all birds.

Figue 15 shows the percentage of CSs with a keypck. Marked decrements in

Percentage of CSs with at least one keypeck occured for all birds at 107o CS-food

pairings. An increase to the initial lNVo level occurred during the reversal to the l@7o

condition. Table 4 presents the mean and standard deviation from the last I sessions of
each phase for all birds for all quantifrable dependent measures.

A detailed examination of measures of response topogaphy across all phases for
Bird 4 is plotæd in Figure 16. Baseline data (i.e., data from initial sessions in which the

red keylight was continually presented and no feeder operations occu¡red) are not

presented After an initial period of agitated movement about the chamber in the fi¡st
session of baseline, all birds preened or roosted for the remainder of the baseline session.

There were no approaches to or pecks on the red key. Similar behavior occured over the

nextZ baseline sessions. Figure L6 presents within-session data plotted as distance from
the key over time, and the overhead (X vs. Y) patærns prduced by the bird as it moved

about the experimental chamber for all phases of the study. The graphs a¡e taken from
the last session of each phase, and are plotted according to the format describ€d in
Experiment I forFigures 6and7.

Figure 17 shows data from Bfud 5, and Figure 17 shows data from Bfud 6

arranged in the same manner as that for Bird 4 in Figure 16. Note ttrat during the initiat

lNVo condition all birds: (a) rapidly approached the green key at CS onset and

keypecked the CS, (b) withdrew to some degree from the red key during the fTI, and (c)

engaged in særeotypic excu¡sions during the ITI. During the ITI of the initial l.@Vo

condition, Bird 4 engaged in stereotypic khavior further away from the red keylight
relative to its distance from the CS. Bird 5 paced to the left and right of the key along the

feeder wall in a semi-elliptical pattern during the ITI. Bfud 6 made excursions ro rhe left
and right of the key in a semi-elliptical pattern similar to Bird 5 during the ITI.
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Figure 14. The average latency to keypeck measured in seconds when the CS was
presented for all birds across all phases.
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Figure 15. The percentage of CSs with a keypeck for all birds across sessions.
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Pætially Reinforced Autoshaping

Figure 16. Distance from the key over time during a session at the end of each phase for
Bird 4. The last session of all phases is shown. All graphs show d.istance of the bird's
head from the key, where each point is an average of three consecutive daø points
sampled 30 time5 per second. Keypecks are indicated by vertical lines in the upper band
below each of these graphs. CS presentations are indicated in ttre lower band- Data from
the entire session are shown in the top graph of each phase. The graph immediarely
below this one is an expansion of the regions indicaæd by the cursors in the gaph
immediately above. This region consists of the twelfth and thiræenth CSs along with the
ITI between these CSs. The graphs on the right show data from overhead plots
corresponding to those illustrated to thei¡ left The response key is labelled "K" and the
feeder is labelled "F" on each graph. The dashed lines on the overhead plots indicate
regions of the chamber that were not visible to the cameras for the technical reason

described ea¡lier. The density of the da¡k areas in the overhead plots gives an indication
of the proportion of time spent in various parts of the chamber.
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Partially Reinforced Autoshaping

Figure 17. Distance from the key over time during the last session of all phases for Bird
5 according to the details described in Figure 16.
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Partially Reinforced Autoshapin g

Fi€ure 18. Distance from the key over time during the last session of each phase for Bird
6 according to the details described in Figure 16.
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Partially Reinforced Autoshapin g

During 107o CS-food pairings, all birds'patterns disintegrated. All birds spent
most of the trme "puffed" (i.e., made themselves look larger than normal) and relatively
stationary in the chamber. None of the birds consistently approached and pecked the CS
when it was presented, nor withdrew systematically and engaged in stereotypic behavior
during the ITI. The lack of activity is clearly evident in the flattened wavepatterns seen

in the expansions of the distance versus time graphs, and in the correqponding
expansions viewed from an overhead perspective.

During the reversal to l@Vo Cs-food pairings, all birds'pattems changed notably
from the pattems established during the l\Vo condition and reverted to near those
established during the initial l@Vo phase. Bird 4's panern changed the most from the
initial l@Vo condition to the reversal to INVo pairings. Bfud 4 now paced along the
feeder wall during the ITI. In addition, Bird 4 atso made occasional circuits of the

chamber as shown in the overhead patterns. Bird 5 and 6's graphs resembled their
graphs during the initial l@Vo phase.

Discussion

The data from this experiment indicate that as the percentage of CS-fæd pairings
during autoshaping decreases abruptly from lffiVo to l}Vo,pigeons tend to peck less and
to spend more time further away from the CS. In addition, pigeons tend to respond
slower and to fewer presentations of the CS as evinced by the longer latencies to keypeck
and the decrease in percentage of CSs with a ke¡peck when the percentage of CS-food
pairings was 10Vo. In short, the results resemble those of Experiment 1, except that a
more dramatic decrease occurred across all measures during the PRF condition. The
other exception was that the birds in Experiment I did not readily recapture their
topographical patterns established during the initial L@Vo condition when the reversal to
this condition was instituted - the birds in the present experiment more readily recaptured

thet l@7o patterns and levels of the other dependent measures. Also, responding for
two of the three birds (Birds 5 and 6) in Experiment 2 decreased to zero during l07o CS-
fod pairings, whereas none of the th¡ee birds in Experiment I showed such a marked
decrease. If the explanations postulated in ttre Dscussion for Experiment I are taken

another logical step forward" then it appears that the excitatory conu-ol of the CS and the
control of the ITI stimulus are altered more rapidly and significantly when there is a

sudden and large change in the percentage of CS-food pairings during autoshaping.
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Partially Reinforced Autoshapin g

It must also be considered that the behavior observed during the lÙVo condition in
Experiment 2 was a result of extinction. Although the programmed schedule of
reinforcement ensured that 10Vo of CS presentations would be followed by food, the
bi¡ds' behavior may have functionally reduced the lWo Cs-food schedule of
reinforcement to an extinction or near extinction schedule. As illusrated in the overhead

plos of the þhavior that the birds engaged in during 107o CS-food pairings, t'wo of the

th¡ee birds failed to approach the feeder when fd was delivered-

General Discussion

The results of Experiments I and 2 illustrated that there lvas a decrement in
keypecks per minute during CS presentations, increased latencies to respond to

presentations of the CS, and a decrease in the ændency to approach and peck CS

presentations as the percentage of CS-food pairings decreases during autoshaping.

Furthermore, the ratio of distance from the key during the CS to ttre distance from the key
during the ITI approached 1.0 as the percentage of CS-fod pairings decreased. These

results were especially evident during the l07o condition, and were more dramatic when

the percentage of CS-food pairings was rapidly altered from a frequent schedule of food

delivery to a lean schedule (cf., Experiments l and2). This study also illusu.ates the

importance of using more than one dependent measure. This lvas most evident when the

composite of the measures of behavior during the CS (e.g., keypecks per minute during
the CS which contains a temporal parameter) recorded changes that would otherwise be

unaccounted for if other dependent measures were not used Specifically, a decrease in
keypecks per minute during the CS was correlated in 5 of the 6 birds with increased

latencies to keypeck and increased distance from the CS during 107o CS-food pairings.

More than one dependent measure was necessary to describe fully the changes that

occu¡red as the percentage of CS-food pairings decreased.

Relation of Present Data to Previous Investigations of Partially Reinforced Autoshaping

The results of the two experiments replicate many of the findings of previous

autoshaping experiments using traditional measures such as keypecks per minute,

running rate, latency to keypeck, and percentage of CSs with a keypck (e.g., Gibbon et

al., 1980; Gor:øalez,1974; Schwanz &. Williams, 1972b). They also replicate the results

of studies that used indices of approach-withdrawal behavior (e.g., Brandon & Paul,

7987; Eldridge & Pear, L987), showing that pigeons approach the CS and withd¡aw
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from the ITI stimulus and engage in stereotypic patterns of bhavior during 1@7o CS-

fod pairings. In addition to replicating some of the results of previous research, the

present study also provided a detailed description of the topography of a pigeon's

behavior as the percentage of CS-food pairings decreased These data revealed that

stereotJpic patterns of bhavior evident during l@7o Cs-fod pairings were replaced by
irregular mverrlents at lower¡ærcentages when the frequency of reinforcement was

gradually reduced @xperiment 1), and relative immobitity when the frequency of
reinforcerent was suddenly reduced @xperiment 2).

fire present study also failed ûo find convincing evidence for a "frustration

effect". Gibbon et al. (1980) discovered that pigeons exposed to lower percentages of
Cs-food pairings (e.g.,lÙVo or 337o) tended to peck the CS significantly more than

pigeons exposed to higher percentåges of CS-food pairings (e.g., ltÙVo or 75Vo) using

running rate as the dependent measure. Gibbon et al. postulated that unreinforced trials

(i,e., instances in which the CS is was not followed by food) produced "fn¡stration" that

resulted in higher rates on subsequent rials (Amsel, 1962). In general, the results of the

present research and other studies (e.g., Crawford et al., 1985; Gonzalez,1973; 1974;

Perkins et al., 1975) do not support this findingn since there was an opportunity for
"frustration" to develop in the procedure used in the present study, yet no increase on any

keypeck relaæd dependent measure was evident in five of the six birds. There was,

however, an observed increase in keypecks per minute when the percentage of CS-food

pairings was shifted from l@Vo to 507o. If there is a frusration effect, then it only

manifested itseH durin g 507o Cs-food pairings and not during lower percentages.

Possible Explanations for Increased Kevpecking Durine 507o CS-food Pairings

The increased keypecking during the 50Vo condition, ogether with the decrease in

keypecking observed at lower percentages of CS-fæd pairings in Experiment I have

analogous data within the operant analysis of behavior. In their classic bæk on

schedules of reinforcement, Ferster and Skinner (1957) demonstrated that there is an

increase in operant responding when not every response is reinforced. For example, a

schedule of reinforcement that specifies that every 20th response is to be followed by

f@d will prduce higher rates of behavior than a schedule that specifies that every

response is to k followed by fæd. However, it should k noted that extremely lean

schedules of reinforcement result in low rates of behavior. Returning to the previous

example, a schedule that reinforces every lmth response will produce lower rates of
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behavior than a schedule that reinforces every 20th response. Comparable results were

obtained in Experiment 1.

Ttre results of Experiment 2 also reflect results obtained within the operant

analysis of behavior and the respondent analysis of þhavior. A pigeon that initially

receives fod following every peck will show no decrement in responding when the

schedule of fæd delivery is changed such that it only receives fod following every 5th

keypeck. The schedule of fæd delivery could k alæred after a few sessions such that

every l0th peck is followed by food. Later, the schedule could k fr¡rther leaned such

that fd is delivered after 20 keypecks, and so forth until some desired value of

inærmittent reinforcement is reached (e.g., 1@ pecks per reinforcer). This schedule

shaping resuls in little or no deçrement in behavior. Gibbs et al. (1978) have reported

similar results when the percentage of CS-US pairings is gradually decreased using a

rabbit nictiøting membnane preparation within a respondent framework. In contrast, if
behavior that is reinforced after every instance is abruptly exposed to a schedule of

reinforcement that only reinforces every lü)th response, then the behavior will cease to

occur or experience a dramatic decrement in responding. This is precisely what occurred

in Experiment 2 and in previous studies of respondent conditioned animal behavior (e.g.,

Gormezano & Coleman, 1975).

Variables Controlling Behavior During the CS and During the ITI

An important issue that remains to be addressed is the exact nature of the va¡iables

that control approach to the CS and withdrawal from the ITI stimulus. Although there

seems little doubt that the CS is an excitatory stimulus during l@Vo Cs-food pairings,

and that it may even acquire both excitatory and inhibitory properties during the PRF

conditions (see Discussion in Experiment 1), it is not conclusive that the ITI stimulus is

inhibitory. The behavior of apparently withdrawing from the ITI stimulus may

functionally k withdrawal f¡om the vicinity of "absent-CS"; that is, withdrawal from an

area where fod is not available. The pigeon may b withdrawing from the red keylight,

not bcause of the purported inhibitory control of ITI stimulus, but þcause of the

absence of the excitatory stimulus (i.e., the CS). This is similar to Skinner's (1938)

account of why organisms do not respnd to a stimulus that is not correlated with

reinforcemenL

The results of the present study lend some support to the possibility that the ITI
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stimulus during autoshaping may not be inhibitory. If the results of the present research
(especially, Experiment l) had more closely resembled those shown in the Appendix
(i.e., less withdrawal from the ITI stimulus as the percentage of CS-food pairings
decreased), then the conclusion that the presumed inhibitory contnol of the ITI stimulus
altered as a function of changing excitatory control of the CS *ay have ben more
plausible. Floweveç incteases in distance from the CS during the pr,esent study resulæd
in increases in distance fr,om the ITI strmulus, although not at the same rate of change,
suggesting that birds may be withdrawing from the absent-Cs. In other words, the birds
are not withdrawing from the ITT during lW% Cs-food pairings bcause of its inhibitory
control, but bcause there is no contingency to b in the imrcdiate vicinity of the
response key during the ITI. Fearson cæfficients revealed moderate (Bhd l, r-.77) to
high (Bird 3, r=.87; Bfud 4, r=.90; Bird 5, r.96; Bird 6, r.95) correlarions berween
distance from the CS and distance from the ITI stimulus for five of the six birds (BLd 2,
r=.33). These correlations suggest that the Cs-fod relationship controls khavior
during the ITI, or at least is related to the control exerted during the ITI by the m-food
relationship.

The Role of ITI-food Relationship During Autoshaping

There is evidence that suggests that the CS-fæd relationship may not be the only
controlling variable of behavior during the ITI. Brandon and Paul (1987) exposed
pigeons to a random schedule of CS-food pairings and to standard autoshaping. What
they discovered was that pigeons in both conditions developed similar stereot)?ic
behavior during the ITI. One of their conclusions was that these pattems are not
necessarily conrolled by the Cs-food associations exclusive of (or at the expense of)
ITI-fod associations. Stereotypic pacing observed during fixed-time schedules of
reinforcement also suggests that the context-f@d (presumably, during autoshaping the
most salient feature of the context is the ITI stimulus) association controls the pacing
behavior observed during autoshaping, since there is no explicit CS during fixed-time
schedules of reinforcemenL Future research will have to deærrrine how the ITI-fæd
relationship controls bhavior during autoshaping bfore any defìnitive explanations
regarding its role can k made.

Pear's (1988) description of the relationship ktween stereot¡pic behavior,
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relative frequency of reinforcement, and behavior biases provides another possible
explanation for the behavior observed during the ITI when the frequency of
reinforcement is gadually reduced. In essence, Pear psits that when the frequency of
reinforcement is approximately equal for engaging in one behavior over other behaviors,
pigeons will engage in a preferred or biased bhavior. Because there is little
reinforcement for approaching the CS during 107o CS-food pairings, the birds would not
b expcted o approach and peck the CS. Instead, the birds would be expecæd to
engage in some preferred behavior such as pacing about the chamkr and not approaching
the CS. The behavior of approaching the CS and engaging in stereot¡pic pacing during
the ITT may simply tæ an interaction btween a relatively high bias to pace and the high
frequency of reinforcement for approaching the CS. This description is consistent with
what happened when the frequency of reinforcenr€nt was gradnally reduced in
Experiment 1, but requires the mediation of other mechanisms (e.g., stimulus control
account of schedule shaping) to explain the immobility observed in Experimenr 2 during
l07o CS-food pairings.

Known and unknown differences in the procedures used here and in the study
reported in the Appendix, such as different experimenøl charnbers, 30 versus 60-min
session lengths, or programming the lengths of ITIs, may have been responsible for the
different results. The most obvious difference was the use of naive subjects in the
present resea¡ch versus the use of non-naive subjects during the research outlined in the
Appendix. It is possible that the previous histories of the birds used in the srudy reported
in the Appendix with schedules of reinforcement such as variable-interval may have

contribuæd to their increased approach to the ITI stimulus as the percentage of CS-food
pairings decreased below 507o. For example, it is not unreasonable to assume that a bird
previously conditioned to peck a response key in which reinforcement is only delivered
on average of once per minute would behave differently to decreasing percentages of CS-
fæd pairings than a bird never exposed to the variable-inærval schedule; although the
exact variables that would prduce such a difference would have to be explored in future
research. Another difference was the depndent measures employed in the two stud"ies.

The study in the Appendix used a platforrn in front of the response key as a measure of
proximity to the CS and ITI stimulus, whereas the present study measured the absolute

dista¡ce of the bird from the response key during different stimulus conditions. In the
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experiment outlined in the Appendix and in Experiment 1 reported here, most of the birds

engaged in irregular Írcvements during the ITL This increased activity would result in ur

increased frequency in the activation of the mic¡oswiæhes kneath the plaform on the

floor of the experirnental chamber used in the study descrikd in the Appendix. This

might account for the apparent increase in proximity to ttre ITT stimulus during the

experiment outlined in the Appendix. It should also b noted that the response key is

located near the right wall in the study reported in the Appendix, whereas the response

key was located closer to the center of the feeder wall in the experimental chambr used in

the present study. The læation of the response key may have had some ethological

signiñcance that produced differences be¡veen the two studies. Specifically, feral

pigeons seÆm to forage near perpendicula¡ inclines (e.g., a wall; Goodwin,1977). What

is most important benpeen the results described here and those in the Appendix is that the

changing stimulus-reinforcer relationship between the CS and food had an effect on the

behavior during the III, although precisely how the Cs-food relationship affects

behavior during the ITI remains unanswered.

Approach-Withdrawal Measures of Autosh aped Respondi n g

An issue that remains to be addressed is whether approach-withdrawal measures

are better indices of autoshaped responding than the traditional measures based upon

keypecking. The results of the two experiments conducted here suggest that most

traditional rneasures seem to reflect changes in þhavior in the same direction as

approach-withd¡awal ûreasures and with equal sensitivity. The exception to the previous

statement seems to be with the percentage of CSs with at least one keypeck and the

running rate. Also, for one bird (Bfud 1), there was very linle difference between

response rate during the CS at257o pairings relative to l07o pairings; however, there was

a marked change is distance from the CS. The most important factor, however, is that

only approach-withdrawal indices can measure bhavior during the fTI, since there was

no appreciable change in the number of pecks to the ITI stimulus across all phases in both

experimens. Moreover, if research investigating autoshaping is to generalize to the

functional analysis of the behavior (e.g., to behavior in an organism's natural

environment), then it wil probably have to examine the phenomenon from a bnoader

behavioral prspective such as studying bhavior during all stimulus conditions of

autoshaping.
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Etholoeical Analoes of hesent Data

The results of Experiment 1 also have analogs within the ethological study of

pigeon foraging behavior. Giraldeau and I-afebwe (1986; 1987) have discovered that

feral, ground-feeding, seed-eating pigeons forage in what is referred to as a prducer-

scrounger system. Basically, this system describes how some individuals from a flæk
(scroungen) may parasitize the food discoveries of other individuals (producers). \Vhen

a producer discovers fæd, the other members recognize that these individuals have

d.iscovered food and approach and join in the consumption. This resembles ttre results

obtained during autoshaping and sign tracking -- pigeons approach a stimulus correlaæd

with the presence of food In the natural environment, a CS may b a producer, a

human, or a geographical location where food is reliably available. Gædwin (1977)

reports that feral pigeons can often single-out a human correlated with the availability of

food even among scores of other persons, and approach him or her even if he or she

makes no overt signs of fd grving. \sVhat is more important to the present research is

what happens when the prducer is no longer regularly correlated with the discovery of

fd. Is there evidence that such a change would affect the behavior of a scrounger

simila¡ to the results obtained in the present study? Giraldeau and I¿febvre (1986)

suggest that a skill pool effect is present in flocks of feral pigeons. When producers

cease to be regularly associated with the discovery of food, previous scroungers start

seeking their own food (i.e., become producers). Furthermotre, as long as a pigeon is a

scrounger, its ability to learn to seek food directly is apparently blocked (Giraldeau &

Lafebvre, 1987); however, when these individuals were prevented from scrounging, they

readily learned to seek food as easily as birds that had no prior scrounging experience.

This suggests that the apparent failure to learn may in fact be a failure to perforrn

Relating these results to those of the present experiments, the pigeons used here

approached the CS less as the stimulus became a less reliable predictor of fd and it is

possible that the irregular movements observed during the lower percentages of CS-food

pairings in Experiment 1 were the laboratory analog of a scrounger's role changing to that

of a prducer.

The pacing behavior observed during the ITI may simply b the bhavior that

pigeons a¡e known to engage in while foraging (Gdwin, 1977). Clearly, fur:ther

research is required to address comprehensively the relationship bween the bhavior of

pigeons foraging in their natural environment and autoshaping prduced in the
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laboratory, as well as investigations of the contolling va¡iables in each siruation.
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Subiects

Thtee adult male pigeons were maintained at approximately 80Vo of their free-

feeding weights throughout the experiment, with water available at all times in their home

cages. Bird 101 was a Silver King ttrat had previously been exposed to fixed-time

schedules of reinforcement. Birds 202 and 303 were \Vhite Carneaux. Bi¡d 202 had

previously been exposed to differential-reinforcement-of-low-rates and variable-inærval

schedules for key pecking. Bhd 303 had previously been exposed to differential-

reinforcement-of-low-rates and fixed-time schedules. When not in a session, ttre birds

were housed in individual cages in a colony room regulated by a L2-hr ory'l2-hr off
lighVdark cycle. The pigeons'diet consisted of commercial poultry fod.

Apparatus

The experimental chamber and the progamming and recording equipment were

located in separate rooms. The interior dimensions of the experimental chamber were 48

x 35 x 29 cm. One of the walls of the chamber was composed of clear Plexiglas to
permit viewing by means of a closed-circuit TV camera. The TV monitor was læated in

a separate room, and the experimental ræm was dark during sessions. Mounted on the

front wall of the chamber were: (1) a translucent plastic response key which was 3 cm in
diameær with is center læated 24 cn above an aluminum mesh flooç and (2) a feeder

aperture located 9 crn above the floor and equidistant f¡om the side walls. The key

required a force of 0.21 N to activate a microswitch that recorded a peck. The feeder

apernre was illuminated during food presentations which consisted of 3-s access to a

hopper filled with commercial poultry food. A 12.5 x 10 cm metal plaæ, 0.2 mthick,
was locaæd 4 cm from the front panel on the grid floor klow the key. A downward

force of 0.80 N activated microswitches beneath the plate. Observations of the birds by

closed+ircuit TV indicated that they never Fcked the key unless ttrey were standing on

the plate, although there was no specific contingency for them to do this.

Two miniature lamps shining through a strip of whiæ Plexiglas at the top of the

front wall provided general diffuse illumination of the chambr. An exhaust fan

Appendix

Method
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continuously provided fresh air and a partial masking noise. TVhite noise was also

present in the room where the chamber was læated. A Commodore VIC-20

microcomputer controlled the experiment and collected the data

kocedure

General exFrimental procedures. Exprimental sessions were conducted at the

same ''ne dnily, five or six days per week Each session terminated afær 50 CS

presentations. Each bird was weighed before each session and fed following the session

to maintain its weight at approximately 80Vo.

Experimental design. The birds were first exposed to a fixed-nial response-

independent autoshaping procedure in which fod followed every CS presentation.

During subsequent phases, the percentage of CS-food pairings Ìflas systematically

decreased to 50, 25,and1.0Vo. Areversal to the lNVo condition followed exposure to

107o CS-food pairings.

keliminary training. Because the birds priorexperimental histories was in a

different experimental chamber from that used in the present study, each bhd was

magazine trained before exposure to the initial I@Vo condition. During magazine training

the birds were placed in the operant chamber with the food hopper raised and the feeder

aperture illuminated. Once a bird approached and consumed the food for about 15 s, the

hopper was repeatedly lowered and raised at random intervals independent of the bird's

behavior. This continued until the bird approached and consumed the fod within 3 s for

10 consecutive trials. The feeder light was only illuminated when the hopper was raised.

The keylight was darkened and covered with a white paper shield during magazine

ü"aining.

Autoshaping. The CS consisted of a green keylight presented for a fixed period

of I s. At the end of the 8 s, food was prcsented for 3 s. CS presentations were

sepamted by a variable ITI with a mean of @ s and a range from 30 to 90 s. A

pseudorandom probability generator in the computer randomly deærmined the length of
individual ITIs. The keylight was red during the ITI and darkened during reinforcement

Pecks to the key during the CS, fæd presentation, and ITI stimulus were recorded

separately, but had no programmed consequences.
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Following several sessions of l@Vo Cs-food pairings, the schedule was

successively changed to 50, 25, and 107o, followed again by 1O0Vo, Cs-food pairings.

In the appropriate phases, fd presentations (and the darkened key) followed 50, 25,

and l07o of the CS presentations as determined by the pseudorandom probability
generatorin ttre computer. Btrd202 was not exposed to the 107o condition bcause of a
technical problem.

DeFndent measures. The dependent measures were: (a) mean raæ of pcking
during the CS, @) mean raæ of pecking during the II[, (c) numbr of CS presentarions

with at least one keypecþ (d) percentage of tiæ spnr on the plate (PTOP) in the

presence of the CS, and (e) PTOP in the presence of the ITI stimulus. FTOP during the

CS was calculaæd by dividing the total amount of time on the plaæ by ¡þs martimnm

amount of time that could have ben spent on the plate (i.e., the totat time of all CS

presentations) and multiplying this value by 7t0Vo. PTOP during the ITI was calculated

by dividing the total amount of tims spent on ttre plaæ during the ITI by the maximum of
time that could have ken spent on the plate during the ITI (i.e., total amount of time of
all m presentations) and multiplying this value by l@7o.

Results

Figure I shows response rate during the CS (top graphs), percentage of CS

presentations with a least one response (middle graphs), and PTOP during the CS and

ITI (bottom graphs) across phases for all birds.

Response raæ evinced little consistency Ípross the three birds. Bird 101

showed a general increase in response rate in the presence of the CS as the percentage of
Cs-food pairings decreased to IÙclo; however, this bird did not show a reversal to

baseline response rate in the presence of the CS when the l@Vo condition was

reintrduced. Bird 202 showed an initial decrease in response rate during the CS when

the257o condition was introduce4 but then showed an increase back to the level of the

previousoondition. Thereintroductionof the l@Vo conditionhadnocleareffecton

response rate during the CS for this bird. Bfud 303 showed the most consisæncy with
regard to response rate during the CS. For this bird, response rate decreased as the

percentage of CS-fd pairings decreased. Moreover, the reintroduction of the I@Vo

condition led to an increase in response rate during the CS for this bird, although not o
the original baseline level.
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V/ith one exception, response rate during the ITI (not shown) did not appreciably
change as frequency of reinforcement following a CS decreased- The exception was that
Bird 101 showed an increase in response rate during the ITI in the 107o CS-fd pairings
condition.

No marked changes in percentage of CSs with at least one peck æcurred as a

function of decreasing the prcentage of CS-f@d pairings for Bird 101 and Bird 202.
However, Bird 303 showed a decrease during the l07o condition, followed by an
increase to baseline level during the return to the r@vo condition.

Ðuring the stable state for l@7o Cs-fod pairings in Phase 1, CS PTOP values
were simil¿¡'across the three birds, averaging about 0.80. Noæ that the CS PTOp was
lowest, and ITI PTOP highesg during the first session of the inirial 1@7o condition for
all birds. Following the first session, a clear differentiation benpeen the CS and ITI
PTOP emerged. Although rcsponse rate values stabilized at different levels across birds
during each condition, stable-state PTOP values overlapped considerably across birds.

As the percentage of CS-food pairings decreased from 1CÐ7o to l}Vo,all birds
showed a decrease in PTOP drning the CS as well as increased variabiliry. Upon the

reinstatementof lÙ07o Cs-fod pairings, CS PTOP immediately increased for Bird 303;
however, the other two birds did not show the same clearreversibility in CS pTOp.

The clearest effect of varying the percentage of CS-food pairings was on PTOP
during the ITI. All birds showed a large increase in ITI PTOP as the percenrage of CS-
fod decreased from lNVo to lÙVo. Moreover, upon the reinstatement of the l@Vo
condition,ITI PTOP decreased to levels close to (Bhd 202) or below @irds 101 and

303) that of the initial baseline levels during l@vo cs-food pairings.
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Figurc 1. Ttre rate of kelpecking, percentage of time spent on a plafomr in front of the

CS and ITI stimulus, and percentage of CSs with a keypeck for all birds across sessions.
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